
CROLLA  –  LINARES  PRESS
CONFERENCE PHOTOS
SAN DIEGO, CALIF.– Anthony “Million Dollar” Crolla (31-4-3, 13
KOs) and Jorge “El Nino de Oro” Linares (40-3, 27 KOs) hosted
their  final  press  conference  today,  in  Manchester.  The
fighters  are  set  to  go  head-to-head  for  in  a  unification
battle  for  the  WBA,  WBC  Diamond  and  vacant  Ring  Magazine
Lightweight Championships at the Manchester Arena on Saturday
September  24,  live  on  AWE-A  WEALTH  OF  ENTERTAINMENT  AND
www.klowdtv.vom

The start time of the show will 2:30 PM ET / 11:30 AM PT.

Fans  who  do  not  have  AWE,  can  access  the  channel  via
www.klowdtv.com

www.klowdtv.com will be FREE for the month of September, so
boxing fans can witness this can’t miss fight on Saturday.

Crolla destroyed Barroso with a now-trademark body shot in the
seventh round of the first defence of his WBA crown at the
arena in July, soaking up the early pressure from the hard-
hitting challenger before imposing himself and knocking out
the dangerous Venezuelan in style.

Linares believes that his fellow countryman was too aggressive
too early in the fight, and that he is ready to tough it out
for 12 rounds to take the titles back home.

“Ismael is a very good fighter but he made a big mistake in
the fight,” said Linares. “He came out too strong and too fast
and too aggressive, trying to KO Anthony, and when you are at
this level, you cannot go looking for the KO because when you
do  that,  you  end  up  receiving  the  KO,  and  that’s  what
happened.

https://www.abramsboxing.com/crolla-linares-press-conference-photos/
https://www.abramsboxing.com/crolla-linares-press-conference-photos/


“Anthony worked to fight for 12 rounds but Ismael didn’t. He
came rushing out and Anthony absorbed the early attack and
imposed himself on Ismael and won the fight in style. The
difference is that I prepare to go the distance and that’s
what you need to do at this level.”

Saturday’s  fight  is  special  to  Linares  for  more  than  the
titles on offer as he looks to fulfil a promise to the late
president of the WBA, Gilberto Mendoza.

“It’s not who is the more difficult or complicated fighter in
the division, all the champions are great fighters,” said
Linares. “We can all box and punch hard, so no one fight is
any harder or easier than the other, the only fight that
counts is the one in front of you, and for me that’s Anthony.
Fights with Terry Flanagan and Dejan Zlaticanin can come next
year but this fight is personal to me, not because of Anthony,
but because of the WBA.

“Prior to Mr Mendoza passing away, I told him I would win the
WBA title back for him to Venezuela, so this really means a
lot to me because of that. All the belts are on the line, the
WBC Diamond belt is beautiful and not many people have won it,
so to be added to that list would mean so much.

“The Ring magazine belt is very prestigious and not many win
that either because number one and two in the world need to
fight to have it on the line, like it is here, that adds so
much and the personal promise from the heart to Mr Mendoza for
the WBA makes this fight so special.”

Linares’ clash with Crolla is part of a huge night of action
in Manchester as John Ryder defends his WBA International
Middleweight title against Jack Arnfield.

Callum  Johnson  lands  his  first  title  action  against
Willbeforce  Shihepo  for  the  Commonwealth  Light-Heavyweight
title,  unbeaten  Light-Heavyweight  Hosea  Burton  will  be  in
title action Conor Benn tastes his fifth night of action in



the paid ranks.

Anthony Crolla vs. Jorge Linares is a 12-round fight for the
WBA,  WBC  Diamond  and  the  Ring  Magazine  Lightweight  World
Championships presented by Matchroom Boxing and Golden Boy
Promotions in association with Akihiko Honda’s Teiken Boxing
Gym.

About AWE LIVE BOXING

AWE LIVE Boxing features live world title championship and
elimination bouts showcasing today’s most exciting fighters.
Since the inception of AWE’s live boxing events in 2011, and
has featured over 50 world class title fight. AWE has earned
multiple Boxing Writers Association of America nominations for
“Fight of the Year” and has featured over thirty world class
boxing events. In 2013, AWE showcased all live bouts featuring
heavyweight David Price. AWE aired live the stunning upsets of
Tony Thompson over David Price, along with Adonis Stevenson
and Tony Bellew cards, who fought each other for the light
Heavyweight championship; 2008 Olympic Gold Medal winner James
DeGale. AWE brought boxing fans two of the most controversial
bouts which saw Ricky Burns keep his Lightweight title against
Ray Beltran. AWE fans have witnessed the explosive power of
undefeated  heavyweight  Tyson  Fury  multiple  times  on  the
network, including Fury’s victory over Kevin Johnson. In 2014,
AWE televised the crowning of lightweight champion Terence
Crawford with his win over Burns as well as the exciting
rematches between Carl Frampton and Kiko Martinez along with
Tony Bellew defeating Nathan Cleverly. In 2015, AWE brought
boxing fans on of the most anticipated rematches of the year,
Darleys Perez v. Anthony Crolla II for the WBA Lightweight
World Title.

In 2016, AWE was the exclusive American boradcaster of Lucas
Browne’s stunning knockout over Ruslan Chagaev to win the WBA
Heavyweight title.



About AWE – A Wealth of Entertainment
A Wealth of Entertainment (“AWE”) features a wide range of
lifestyles and entertainment programming from exotic travel
and outrageous homes to live world championship boxing. AWE is
featured on over a hundred cable providers, including AT&T U-
Verse, ch 147 and 1147 in HD and Verizon FiOS TV, ch 169 and
669 in HD. For more information, please visit www.awetv.com.


